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Product Broucher
Product Overview
We are constantly striving to secure our assets and fill our lives with numerous joys. How far have we
succeeded?
To help you overcome challenges in securing your assets today, Buckler Security Systems offers you
to secure your assets 24/7 through its Multipurpose Security Systems for Residential and Commercial
usage. Accurate functioning and NO FAKE ALARMS is just the beginning to what you are about to
experience. It offers you with correct alerts at the time of intrusion, which effectively attempt to
interrupt intrusion as most of the times you are unaware of the possible intrusion at your workplace
or house. This Security System is powered by Accurate Intrusion Prevention Technology and is
capable to provide you an uninterrupted battery backup of eight days. It’s Intrusion Call Alert
function promptly calls your Phone Number to alert you of likely Intrusion allowing you ample of
time to connect to your near ones to mediate in your absence. Simultaneously, the Intrusion Alarm
System and the Intrusion Lights On Alert activates so that the intruder is taken by surprise and
vacates the site even before someone hears the alarm and comes in.
Your Security System should compliment your life and not just become a show piece.

Buckler Security Systems Components and their functions
1. Main unit
This ready to install unit is the main processing unit of your Security system and house the
components of the Security Systems. Thus, enabling it to function actively.
2. Hooter
This is an external part of the Security System and functions while Intrusion Occurs. Its task is
to blow out Siren at high volume to raise an Intrusion Alarm which is great for you as now
you can promptly act during theft or intrusion and this can avoid unwanted situations at the
site where our Security System is Installed.
3. Sensor
This is an external component of the Main unit of your security system and accurately
monitors any attempts of thefts or intrusion and alerts the main unit which accurately raises
an alarm and the inbuilt Dialer calls to inform the owner about the attempted theft or
intrusion.
4. Inbuilt Dialer
This is also an important inbuilt component of your Security System and accurately functions
by dialing the phone numbers enlisted in the memory of the dialer to inform the owner
regarding any attempted intrusion of theft.
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5. Inbuilt Battery
This part of the Security Systems is fitted into the Main unit of Your Security system and
starts to function during power failure or power cuts. It provides the user with an 8day
battery back and 15 day stand-by operation for the Security System.

Key Features of Buckler Security System
Invisible Mode
With an in-built mike you can now listen to what other people talk in your absence. As this will also
alert you even before something goes wrong at your place.
Call Alert
This feature functions via-sim card provided by the customer and is Solely DEPENDANT on Your GSM
NETWORK SERVICE Provider and its sole purpose is to Call on Mobile/Land Line Numbers Stored in
the In built Dialer. This CALL ALERT is promptly executed at the time of an attempted intrusion.
Therefore, allowing you ample of time to safeguard your assets as you can call someone nearest to
your location where the intrusion is taking place.
Shock Proof
The in-built components are carrying electric charge that will not harm the user however you are
warned not to man handle the component so as to avoid any damage to the product or self.
8days Battery Backup
Your Security systems is built to accurately monitor and function even during power failure or power
cuts and this enables you to remain secure 24/7 for 8days with the battery back up. Thus, allowing
you a complete peace of mind even during major power breakdowns which normally don’t occur
however with the battery back up your stress levels are reduced.
Intrusion Alarm Alert
Your Security System is powered by (A.I.P.) Accurate Intrusion Prevention Technology which enables
the Security System to Accurately and Promptly Blow out the Hooter to Raise an Alarm at the time
of Attempted Intrusion.

Intrusion Lights on Alert
Your Buckler Security System is also capable to switch on lights even before an intrusion takes place.
Now, this action functions without delay during the time of intrusion leaving the intruder with the fear
of being confronted.
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Technical Specifications












GSM Based Working principle
GSM Sim Card- 900-1850MHZ Band
Rechargeable Battery 3000mAH, 3.7V
220v AC(50Hz) Power Supply
Dimension- 205*130*45(L*B*H)mm
10w Power Consumption
5v DC Supply
Metal Type Box Quality
Teflon Heat Proof Sensor wire
Water Proof Sensor
The components packed in the box

Buckler Unit
Hooter
Hooter Wire
Sensor
Sensor Wire
Door Clamp
Decoder Sensor

1 pc
1 pc
5m
1 pc
5m
1 pc
1 pc
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